"I HAVE A DREAM THAT ALL PEOPLE WILL UNDERSTAND PROPER LANGUAGE SYNTAX AND WILL SPEAK *CORRECTNESS* TO POWER SO THAT POWER UNDERSTANDS WHAT IS ACTUALLY MATHEMATICALLY CORRECT INSTEAD OF CONTINUING TO PERPETUATE FRAUD!"

All law is based upon "adverb-verb" (descriptive or rhetorical versus factual) and when such errors are pointed out with proper syntax then Judges, Attorneys, and other Officers of the Court have no choice but to recuse themselves and/or drop all charges or face criminal charges themselves.

"Have the knowledge and power to have all your words, especially in contracts or any legal documentation, inarguably correct!" -- JUDGE :David-Wynn: Miller

"Law is like a paradox, an irresolvable puzzle. How do you resolve a paradox? You find the error in the initial premise or assumption of the paradox." -- Pi PhD

In other words, "Law is an I.Q. test." -- Pi PhD

What the above quote means is, actual reality is based upon an individual human being's ability to notice subtle aspects of complex systems in order to interact with those systems effectively and without conflict or destruction. Logic, as used in mathematics, is simply a language for expressing as accurate a statement as possible for both the person whom is expressing themselves as well as the person whom is receiving the communication. Effective communication depends upon the I.Q. level of both people involved in the exchange of information. Unnecessary argument takes place when one of the two people communicating misinterprets or misunderstands the other's level of attention to detail. In a court-of-law either or both the judge as well as the prosecuting attorney will attempt to "trick" the defendant into misstating their position within the court and "capture" the defendant within the court's jurisdiction which is technically fraudulent but if the defendant does not understand what is going on and can not demonstrate their superiority within the court then they are considered by the court (a fictitious entity) to be incompetent under the law or unable to defend oneself intellectually (they're effectively insane or "evil" under the law).

Using proper communication technology. Explains case law with the "correct sentence structure communication syntax" using prepositional phrases to disqualify judges and attorneys to insure the proper application of law.

JUDGE :David-Wynn: Miller explains when, how and why our language was bastardized over the last 8,500 years and by whom! Gain understanding of why, when, how and whom omit words from Oxford, Collins and Webster dictionaries, the benefits of the people not knowing these words and the impact that has on the people and our lives. To educate the planet and put an end to the harvesting of the people, through the Fraudulent conveyance of Language! 

The commercial legal system has a saying which is, "No law or fact shall be tried in court."

The following are numeric math-like variables of proper syntax of Quantum Language assigned to the 10 aspects of sentence construction...

0 = CONJUNCTION
1 = ADVERB
2 = VERB
3 = ADJECTIVE
4 = PRONOUN
5 = [PRE]POSITION
6 = [AR]TICLE
7 = NOUN
8 = PAST-TIME
9 = FUTURE-TIME

The Hawaii Fraud Theft of Hawaiian Land Thrown out of the Supreme Court due to JUDGE :David-Wynn: Miller's syntaxing of the law proving fraud on 26 Feb 2009.

Universal Postal Union (UPU) - previously Knights Templar safely transporting "vessels" or valuable cargo from point-to-point. Before the Knights Templar there were Masons safely transporting "Integral Knowledge" in various forms that GUARANTEED accurate delivery of the "vessels" (or messages) intact, if, the receiver of the vessel had the proper "code" to translate the message into understandable form. Prior to the Masons there were Wizards or Priests and/or Monks who guarded the information with their lives. You will notice that many of the larger Post Offices in the major cities have Greek features in their architecture like columns with scrolls at the top and bottom holding up a triangle-shaped roof.

he bottom line result is that D-W-M has PROVEN that there is no such thing as a legal contract or law UNLESS two specific people come to an agreement on the SPECIFIC meaning and definition of EACH word in each specific USE of each word over the course of the ENTIRE contract. This is why the military and/or police officers FORCE the enforcement of laws as the most powerful of the authority(ies) deems appropriate subjectively.

Rule of Law, you have to have knowledge. 1 Jurisdiction in Maritime Law
Pharoah:  so it is written, if you don't see it written it is not


